South Africa Programme
South Africa is the largest electricity market in Africa, heavily dependent on coal (providing 77% energy needs) - now facing the necessity of electricity sector reform

Understanding the impact of a reform on jobs is a key issue for ensuring a

**JUST ENERGY TRANSITION**

RES4Africa wants to play an active role by contributing to the roadmap design for an effective and Just Energy Transition by:

- providing independent perspective and insights, coming from its international multiple members observatory
- developing custom projects, inspired by local stakeholders’ consultations
- involving institutional and non-conventional actors playing critical roles in the local socio-economic dynamic
Action pillars

Technical Studies and Publications
- Just Energy Transition study
- Independent Transmission Company Scenario
- Decarbonisation study
- Localization study of RES sites
- The Missing Link – in cooperation with UNECA

New: STORAGE C&I

Events
Program Launch Conference
Cape Town – by the end of 2020 (tentative)
- Action program declaration
- Studies outcomes presentation

Midterm B2G meeting – TBD 2021

Training and capacity building
- Local executive training sessions
- Reskilling LAB and platform
Engagement program

Partnership with institutions

Local actors involvement

Nedbank is the first RES4Africa African member

Skills transfer custom projects

- Thematic bilateral sessions to share lesson learned and technical know how
- Business case collecting multiple member experience

Stakeholders consultation

- AM-Powering Connexions monthly (now virtual) meetings with the local Energy community to share ideas and relevant information spreading from inspirational speeches and bulletin

- Country Strategic webinars based on technical studies and international strategic dialogue

- Working Group aimed at defining audience, training objectives, localization and didactics proposals for a reskilling platform
Next appointments

Reskilling framework for coal phase-out Regions today

Reskilling Lab working group September 2020

Webinar Just Energy Transition September 2020

AM-powering Connexions October 2020

Reskilling platform launch 2021